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Abstract
The current study uses a co-spectral analysis to study the horizontal and vertical structures of eddy
heat and momentum transport during the monsoon season (June to September) over the Indian
region. The co-spectral composite shows significant interannual variability of north-south eddy
transport. Analysis suggesting vital role of global teleconnection patterns on eddy transports and its
variability. Since the eddy transport is manifasted by the Rossby wave breaking through the
subtropical Jetstream fluctuation. It is well known that such fluctuations can potentially impact the
monsoonal low-frequency variability. Current study links such a modulation of eddy forcing by lowfrequency extratropical teleconnections.

Summary
A co-spectral analysis is presented to study the northward and southward transport
of eddy momentum and heat flux in the sub-seasonal range over the Indian region during
the summer monsoon season. The horizontal and vertical structure of eddies shows strong
interannual and spatial variability. The transport is studied for the El-Nino/La-Nina years,
PDO years and NAO years to understand how the teleconnections impact the spatial
structure of eddies. The study reveals the transport of eddies in a horizontal direction could
act as an eddy forcing over the Indian region. Also, the results show that the global
teleconnection patterns could modulate the transport of heat and momentum by the
eddies.
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Extratropical to Tropical Interaction during the Summer Monsoon Season
Mahesh Kalshetti, Rajib Chattopadhyay, Phani M. Krishna, and A.K. Sahai
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune, India

1. Summary
A co-spectral analysis is presented to study the northward and southward
transport of eddy momentum and heat flux in the sub-seasonal range over the Indian
region during the summer monsoon season. The horizontal and vertical structure of
eddies shows strong interannual and spatial variability. The transport is studied for the
El-Nino/La-Nina years, PDO years and NAO years to understand how the
teleconnections impact the spatial structure of eddies. The study reveals the transport
of eddies in a horizontal direction could act as an eddy forcing over the Indian region.
Also, the results show that the global teleconnection patterns could modulate the
transport of heat and momentum by the eddies.
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2. Abstract
The current study uses a co-spectral analysis to study the horizontal and vertical
structures of eddy heat and momentum transport during the monsoon season (June to
September) over the Indian region. The co-spectral composites during different years show
significant north to south or south to north transport during the monsoon season with distinct
spatial features. There is a strong interannual variability in the co-spectral transport over
Indian region, and it shows distinct vertical structures, In some year structures shows
barotropic (uniform sign of the spectral variance) and in some year it shows baroclinic
variation (spectral signature changes sign) with height. It implies distinct year to year
variability of poleward and equatorward transport during different monsoon seasons.
To understand eddy transports and its variability associated with distinct
teleconnection pattern, a correlation analysis is made with global teleconnection indices, e.g.,
NAO, PDO, monsoon Hadley, and ENSO indices. The study shows a significant correlation
between 20-40, 40-60 day cospectral band and phases of PDO and NAO and in some cases
(i.e., in some frequency band) with ENSO. Since the eddy transport is also associated with
fluctuations of the subtropical westerly Jetstreams, fluctuations in co-spectral eddy transport
and its significant teleconnection potentially indicate a distinct control mechanism of the
fluctuations of the subseasonal variability of the Jetstream.
Since the eddy transport is associated with the Rossby wave breaking, it is related to
the fluctuations of the subtropical Jetstream. It is well known that such fluctuations can
potentially impact the monsoonal low-frequency variability. Hence the analysis potentially
shows a mechanism by which extratropical eddy transport fluctuation mediated by large-scale
low-frequency teleconnection could potentially regulate intraseasonal monsoon variability.
This mechanism is important as earlier studies shows the internal monsoon dynamics strongly
2

controls the monsoon interannual variability and hence, also, predictable component of lowfrequency variability could improve monsoon predictability. The seasonal and spatial
variation in eddy forcing could indicate an externally forced teleconnection mechanism in
which the monsoon low-frequency variability is influenced by intraseasonal eddy forcing
modulated by low-frequency extratropical teleconnections.
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3. Introduction
The Atmospheric general circulation plays a significant role in the modulation of
climate and weather patterns across the globe; unequal heating drives it over the tropics and
high latitudes. To balance such differential heating, the components of general circulation get
interacted by exchanging heat, mass, and momentum (Willett, 1948, Namias, 1950, Lorenz,
1969). This interaction may occur through the direct and indirect way. The direct interaction
manifested by Hadley cell, Walker cell, and polar cell, for example, the interaction of Walker
and Hadley cells with Indian summer monsoon (ISM) rainfall (ISMR). The indirect
interaction is manifested by propagations of waves and eddies, for example, midlatitude
weather system.
Over the midlatitude region due to the north and south stronger temperature gradient,
small perturbation gives rise to strong baroclinic instabilities and generation of eddies
(Saltzman & Tang, 1975, Peixto & Oort, 1984). Eddies are a vital component of Ferrel Cell,
and it maintains the general circulation at higher latitudes. Eddies are inhomogeneity in space
(persistent zonal asymmetric) and time (departure from time mean) by atmospheric variables,
and it is a significant contributor to the zone of mixing region (mid-latitude). Eddy mediates
induced-circulation over extratropical regions.
Eddies can term as an “additional forcing” in the zonal momentum or temperature
equation. Thus they influence the heat and momentum transfer. The study reveals the
transport of eddies in the horizontal direction could act as an eddy forcing. Formally eddies
are defined as departures from products of two average fields. Suppose A and B are any
scalar atmospheric variables, the time-space decomposition of A and B variables
mathematically is expressed as:
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First-term in above expression represents the zonal mean of time mean of product AB.
It is clear that the total flux term decomposed into three-term viz. mean circulation, stationary
eddies, and transient eddies respectively (Peixto & Oort, 1984). The extratropical region
gives rise to baroclinic eddies. The extratropical eddies manifested as anomalous weather
patterns and waves propagation and are interacting with the global circulation as well as
regional circulation. Hence the interaction is responsible for local as well as a teleconnected
response in climate.
On a global scale, for example, the correlation between the 500mb height from midlatitude and outgoing longwave radiation from the tropical region suggests that energy
propagates from upper troposphere of mid-latitudes (in the Northern hemisphere) into tropics
and triggers the convections over the tropics (Liebmann & Hartmann, 1984). The diagnostic
analysis shows that the remote influence of North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO) during interannual to decadal scale is modifying Extratropical to
Tropical (E2T) interactions (Walker & Bliss, 1932, Wallace & Gutzler, 1981, Krishnan &
Sugi 2003, Krishnamurthy & Krishnamurthy, 2017).
Over the Indian region, the impact of anomalous extratropical circulation on monsoon
break has been shown decades back by Ramaswamy, 1962; Chart analysis indicates that
extratropical originated westerly wave trough intrusion occurs over north-west Indian midtroposphere. Atmospheric General Circulation Model (AGCM) simulation has demonstrated
the extended monsoon breaks linked with mid-latitude anomalous circulation, the intrusion of
extratropical cold and dry winds into northwest Indian region weakens the monsoon flow
(Krishnan et al., 2009). A recent study by Chattopadhyay et al., 2015 have shown a pathway
for extratropical interaction over Indian region that enabled through Sea Surface Temperature
(SST) anomalies pattern over North Pacific and North Atlantic basin whose association with
seasonal variability give rise to potential monsoon predictability in dynamical models. The
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role of extratropical circulation on extreme rainfall over Himalayan region is highlighted by
Joseph et al., 2015, Vellore et al., 2016 and Joseph et al., 2016. Another diagnostic analysis
by Fadnavis & Chattopadhyay, 2017 for prolonged rainfall break spells of ISM suggests its
linkage with the extratropical stratospheric intrusion. This intrusion occurs over the North
Indian region through eddy dissipation and Rossby wave breaking. Rossby wave breaking
near vicinity of the subtropical westerly jet is manifested by eddy dissipation; cold and dry air
mass characterizes this eddy. Such a stratospheric intrusion is one of the factors for subdued
rainfall over the Indian region. Above studies suggest direct pathways for E2T interaction
over Indian region through eddy transport and modulation of mean monsoon flow.
On what factors do these eddy generation and transport depend? Local variability
influences eddies. Beside local factor, eddy transport also influenced by teleconnection.
Teleconnection enables indirect interaction between general circulation components through
eddies and wave transport. Teleconnection can be defined as significant simultaneous
correlations between temporal fluctuations in meteorological parameters at widely separated
points on Earth (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981). It excites the atmosphere to behave like a
‘‘bridge’’ linking between different parts of the oceanic region, and it excites the ocean to
behave like a ‘‘tunnel’’ linking between different atmospheric regions (Liu & Alexander,
2007). Linkages of numerous atmospheric and oceanic global patterns (steady state like El
Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as well as a dynamic state like Madden Julian Oscillation
(MJO)) are associated with energy transport and wave propagation in subseasonal to decadal
scale which creates weather patterns that can be viewed as an eddy mediated weather pattern.
Global teleconnections patterns observed with the help of the monthly data sets shows two
distinct modes, one is for ISM which linked with entire globe and another for western North
Pacific summer monsoon, which linked with southern hemispheric wave trains (Lin, 2009).
Such teleconnections are essential for local eddy response (Leung & Zhou, 2018).
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Although monsoon climate shows the strong influence of eddies, the general
spatiotemporal evolution of eddy heat and momentum transfer during monsoon season over
Indian region are not well studied. The general climatological features of eddy transport
could shed more light on the monsoon interannual to intraseasonal variability.
In this study, we focus on spatial distribution of eddy momentum and heat transport
based on co-spectra analysis of Indian region during the monsoon season. The model and
observational studies suggest E2T interaction mediated by eddy transport. The extratropical
eddies are influencing the ISMR by modifying the circulation. However, the properties such
as vertical and horizontal patterns of eddies, timescale existence of such eddies are still
unclear. In this research report, we have examined,
A. The properties of eddies with the help of spectral information of meteorological
variables which yields idiosyncratic bands of eddies; Present findings indicate that
existence of idiosyncratic eddy bands from the frequency domain analysis is
similar to conventional time domain analysis. A significant distinction between
the present and previous work is that here we emphasize the essential properties of
eddies derived from spectral covariance method.
B. The interannual variations of the subseasonal eddies and its linkage with global
teleconnection patterns. The interannual variability of subseasonal eddies could
provide a significant understanding of the teleconnections of global patterns.
The detailed outline is as follows; section 4 describes the datasets specifications of
the study, section 5 explains the data, methodology, and definitions of some terms which
have targeted in this study. Section 6 deals with climatic features of general circulation,
cospectra analysis, and level-latitudinal eddy transport variations. Section 7 deals with the
teleconnection affecting the eddy transport.
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4. Datasets
In this study the analysis for wind circulation, power spectra of wind components,
eddy transport (by heat and momentum flux) and Hadley cell discussed, for this analysis we
used daily average data sets from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National
Centers for Environmental Information (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay & The, 1996).
The data sets based on 2.5° x 2.5° with 17 Pressure levels (mb). Wind components (u, v, w)
and temperature have been used for the period 1950 to 2016 (June, July, August and
September (JJAS) and November, December, and January, (NDJ)). High resolution gridded
(0.25° x 0.25°) daily rainfall data set from the year 1950-2016 (JJAS) have used (India
Meteorological Department (IMD), Pai et al., 2015). Active and Break period composites
analysis are done based on techniques discussed in Rajeevan et al., 2010.
5. Methodology & definitions
Standardized indices (NAO, PDO) were obtained from National Centers for
Environmental Information and Climate Prediction Center (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov,
(ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/wd52dg/data/indices/tele_index.nh.), Nino 3.4 SST from ERSST
v4 (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/correlation/nina34.data) for JJAS months from the
year 1950-2016. In the following subsection we discuss cospectra analysis which is new
method imposed for eddy analysis compare to conventional time-space decomposition
methods; additionally, the sources of different indices such as monsoon circulation, ENSO,
PDO, and NAO index and their role in ISM will be discussed.
5.1. Cospectra
It is a real part of cross-spectrum analysis; it determines the relationship between two
time series as a function of frequency. In given covariance of the two time series, a
cospectrum calculates in-phase oscillation in the frequency domain, i.e., it explains the
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particular frequency from one-time series is equals in amplitude to other time series at the
same frequency. The mathematical expression of cross spectra can be written as:

Where
cross-spectrum,

represents Cross Covariance of two time series x and y,
represents Fourier transform,

known as cospectra and

is a real part of

is imaginary part of

is
and it is

and it is known as a quadrature

spectrum. Any physical parameter A (in this study u, and T) and meridional wind component
v and its positive (negative) cospectra Cf(A,v) gives a measure of the poleward (equatorward)
transport of the quantity A due to particular eddy frequency by f (Nitta, 1970). In this study
Cf(u,v) and Cf(T,v) cospectra (eddy momentum and heat transport) are discussed. The levellatitudinal distribution of the zonal mean of time-space decomposition of A and B component
(

i.e., Transient Eddy) and Cf(A,v) cospectra analysis are shown in Figure 4 and

Figure 9 respectively, this analysis is discussed in the section 6.3.2.
5.2. Correlation coefficient analysis
The correlation coefficient is a measure of the statistical relationship between two sets
of samples. The correlation coefficient values lie between +1 to -1 range, near to +1 and -1
values represents robust agreements and disagreement between two sets of given samples
respectively. If the correlation coefficient is near to 0 values, it states that there is no
significant relation between given sets of samples. If the sample sets of x and y are
distributed from i =1 to n, the Pearson’ a correlation coefficient of x and y samples can be
written as follows.
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From the above formula, r represents the Pearson’ correlation coefficient. In this
analysis the Pearson’ a correlation coefficient technique is used to calculate the correlation of
Cf(u,v), Cf(T,v) cospectra with ENSO, PDO, NAO, and MH index.

These correlation

coefficients are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
Monsoon circulation index (Monsoon Hadley index, i.e., MH index, Goswami et al.,
1999) defined as meridional wind shear anomalies (850hPa and 200hPa) averaged over
extended monsoon rainfall region (70°E-110°E, and 10°N-30°N). This MH index used as to
measure anomalous Hadley circulation strength, MH index captures the dominant quasibiennial variability of ISM. MH index is teleconnected to south equatorial Indian Ocean
(EIO). In this study the Cospectra correlation with the MH index is used, this correlation
shown in Table 1 and Table 2 (JJAS, 1950-2016).
5.3. Active and break composite
It is an intraseasonal phenomenon of monsoon season in which series of days are
classified with and without rain events. During peak monsoon months, standardized rainfall
anomaly of the monsoon core zone, when it exceeds 1.0 (less than −1.0) for more than
consecutive three days are classified as Active (Break) day (Rajeevan et al., 2010). The
composite patterns of rainfall distribution over the Indian region for active and break spells
(1950-2016) shown in Figure 17.
5.4. El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) index and monsoon teleconnection
ENSO is the crucial coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomenon over interannual
timescales. On the interannual scale, ENSO influences indirectly on ISM. The study is
suggesting that epochal behaviors of ISMR are slightly modified by ENSO frequency, such
10

ENSO frequency is linked with Pacific decadal time-scale variations (Kripalani & Kulkarni,
1997). Warm phases of ENSO shifts Walker cell East of its climatic mean, due to this shift
EIO experiences enhancement in convection, that creates anomalous subsidence over Indian
landmass through Hadley cell (Goswami, 1998). Interdecadal scale variation of Pacific SST
possesses several strong and weak interannual variations of ENSO phases. During warm
(cold) Pacific phase, El Niño (La Niña) condition reinforces (weakens) prevailing regional
anomalous interdecadal Hadley cell and thus, ISM is more prone to drought (excess rainfall)
conditions when El Niño (La Niña) appears during the warm (cold) Pacific phase
(Krishnamurthi & Goswami, 2000). The phases of ENSO, i.e., La Niña and El Niño are
classified based on SST anomalies averaged over the Nino 3.4 regions (5°N-5°S, 170°W 120°W). Warmer (cold) phases of SST anomalies above a threshold over Nino 3.4 region is
known as El Niño (La Niña).
5.5. Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index and monsoon teleconnection
PDO (Yuan Zhang et al., 1997) is one of the dominant SST patterns; it extends from
mid-latitudes to the tropical region of the Pacific basin. During the positive phase of PDO
(+PDO), i.e., warm phase, equatorial eastern Pacific becomes warmer than northwestern
Pacific and during the negative phase of PDO (-PDO), i.e., in the cool phase, it gets reversed.
Over Indian region, the diagnostic analysis shows the coherent remote influence of PDO on
the monsoon; it exhibits strong signal over the tropics and southern Indian ocean on a decadal
scale (Krishnan & Sugi, 2003). ISM is more vulnerable to the combined impact of the PDO
and ENSO phases. When ENSO and PDO are in (out) phase, it enhances (suppresses)
monsoon-ENSO relation (Krishnamurthy & Krishnamurthy, 2017). In this study, the PDO
index based on NOAA's (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) extended
reconstruction of SST (ERSST Version 4). It is constructed by regressing the ERSST
anomalies against the Mantua PDO index for their overlap period, to compute a PDO
11

regression map for the North Pacific ERSST anomalies. The ERSST anomalies then
projected onto the PDO regression map for computing the National Centers for
Environmental Information (NCEI) index. The NCEI PDO index closely follows the Mantua
PDO index (Mantua et al., 1997).
5.6. North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index and monsoon teleconnection
The NAO (Barnston & Livezey, 1987) based on the surface sea-level pressure
difference between the subtropical (Azores) high and the subpolar (Iceland) low. The positive
phase of the NAO (+NAO) reflects above normal geopotential heights and atmospheric
pressure over the central North Atlantic, the eastern United States, and western Europe and
below-normal heights and pressure across the high latitudes of the North Atlantic. The
negative phase (-NAO) reflects an opposite pattern of height and pressure anomalies over
these regions. Over Indian region positive (negative) phase of NAO increases (decreases)
meridional tropospheric temperature gradient, it enhances (suppresses) ISM (Goswami et al.,
2006). The NAO index is obtained by projecting the NAO loading pattern to the daily
anomaly 500mb height field over 0-90°N. The NAO loading pattern has been chosen as the
first mode of a Rotated Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis using monthly mean
500mb height anomaly data from 1950 to 2000 over 0-90°N latitude.
6. General circulation and eddy transport analysis
6.1. Climatic features of general circulation
The mean meridional circulation over both the hemisphere is essential to balance
excess warming over tropics and excess cooling over high latitudes. The zonal mean of the
latitudinal distribution of meridional circulation characterized by wind cells; those are Hadley
cells, Ferrel Cells, and Polar Cells. These closed circulations get modulated with season
change regarding structure as well as the intensification of rising and subsiding motions.
Figure 1 represents a long-term climatic feature (averaged from the year 1950-2016 and
12

65°E-100°E) of mean meridional circulation. During summer time (JJAS) intense (Figure
1a) rising branch of the Hadley cell located over 10°N to 20°N latitude and subsidizing over

15°S to 25°S latitude. Midlatitude westerly jet stream reached to its maximum north position
(near 40°N) and its associated isotachs widely separated with weak core, but in winter season
(NDJ, Figure 1b), Hadley cell gets completely reversed over the same region also intensified
jetstream is now at minimum north position (near 30°N), and its associated isotachs firmly
separated with strong core. Thus seasonal reversing of the Hadley cell and 10° latitude
migration of midlatitude jet stream feature is noticed. The cross-equatorial flow, i.e., low
level easterly over 20°S to 5°S and low level westerly (0° to 20°N) is present during the
summer season, in winter season this feature is absent. Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) is present
during the summer season over the mid-troposphere, and it centered over 15°N.
A similar analysis of mean meridional circulation carried out for ENSO, and PDO
phases (Figure 2). Difference between El Niño & La Niña phase (Figure 2c) shows increase
in anomalous subsiding of air mass over 20°S to 35°N latitude (it gets reduced from 5°S to
5°N & 10°N to 20°N) along with anomalous ascending motion over 35°N to 45°N latitude
during El Niño phase as compare to La Niña phase. The anomalous easterlies over 40°N
suggest a drastic weakening of mid-latitude westerly jet stream during the El Niño phase.
Difference +PDO & -PDO (Figure 2f) phase shows anomalous alternative bands of subsiding
and rising air mass. Over Indian region, four alternative bands of upward and downward
motions we can see clearly. Vicinity of 20°N latitude during -PDO phase is showing
relatively strong convection. Above analysis shows La Niña and –PDO favors for enhanced
convections during ISM. Mid-latitude jet streams weaken in El Niño (from Figure 2a, and
Figure 2c) case as compared to other cases.
Figure 3 represents a similar analysis as compare to above except daily mean
climatology removed. In the summer season, the region over 10°N to 20°N experiences
13

anomalous convection and region over 10°S to 10°N experiences anomalous subsidence of
air mass (Figure 3a). Anomalous low-level westerlies and easterlies are present over the
region 10°N to 20°N and 15°S to 5°S; this is part of the cross-equatorial flow in JJAS.
During summer time subtropical westerly jet stream weakens in the northern hemisphere and
it is robust in the southern hemisphere (Figure 3d). In winter season large-scale anomalous
subsidence zone present over 15°S to 10°N region, cross-equatorial flow is also absent. The
southward shift of north hemispheric subtropical jet stream manifested by anomalous strong
westerlies over 20°N to 30°N.
The circulation during El Niño period (Figure 3b) behaves like winter time
anomalous circulation, except narrow rising branch of air mas confined between 10°N to
15°N and an extended region of mid to upper tropospheric anomalous westerlies. The
circulation during La Niña period (Figure 3e) behaves like mean anomalous summertime
circulation, except a broad rising branch of air mass present over the entire Indian landmass.
The -PDO (Figure 3f) phase is similar to mean anomalous summertime circulation. During
+PDO phase anomalous circulation matches with summertime circulation (Figure 3c), but
fascinating feature apart from mean summer season is that strong mid to upper tropospheric
westerlies are present as discussed in El Niño period. Tropical easterly jet becomes
anomalous westerly in the El Niño and +PDO phase (Figure 3b, and Figure 3c).
ENSO and PDO phases likely to modulate zonal and meridional circulation patterns
and affecting ISMR. However, the model analysis suggested that from the total ISMR
variability out of 50% is contributed by internal dynamics (Goswami, 1998), and the rest of
variability may arise from the teleconnections mediated by the large-scale global oscillating
patterns through waves and eddy interactions. In the following section, we will discuss
observed features of large-scale eddy mechanism over the globe in the subseasonal scale and
its year to year variability. We try to answer the following questions such as; whether this
14

large-scale eddy transport affects the weather and/or climate of the Indian region by
modifying ISM large-scale circulation? If so, what is the role behind large-scale global
oscillating patterns (such as ENSO, PDO, and NAO) on eddy generation or modification? Is
there any teleconnection present between such patterns and eddy over the Indian region? On
what spatial and temporal extent of these teleconnection exists? We have tried to address
some fundamental aspects of transient eddy transport and its interaction over broader Indian
region.
6.2. Eddy transport analysis by the conventional method
The midlatitude is the source of eddy generation, which drives the indirect general
circulation cell, i.e., Ferrell cell embedded with eddy is a carrier of mass and energy for
balancing meridional thermal contrast. The flux term

from space-time decomposition

of A and B variables is known as a transient eddy. In this analysis eddy momentum flux
(EMF) term i.e.

(Figure 4a) and eddy heat flux (EHF) term i.e.

are analyzed

for level-latitude distribution (Figure 4b). EMF and EHF analysis carried out from the year
1950 to 2016 of JJAS season averaged over 65°E to 100°E. These eddy fluxes are dominated
in midlatitude; transient eddies are relatively stronger in the southern hemisphere than the
northern hemisphere.
Overall interaction among E2T region attracts to the investigation, especially in ISM
season. The similar eddy analysis from Oort, Abraham H.Peixóto, 1983 is extended from the
year 1950 to 2016, and it resembles the original result (Oort, Abraham H.Peixóto, 1983,
Peixto & Oort, 1984). The EHF transport distribution is broader than EMF transport.
Poleward EMF transport shows peaks at 250hPa (Figure 4a, near 30°S and 50°N) and for
equatorward transport it shows peaks at 350hPa (near 65°S and 85°N), but poleward EHF
transport shows multiple peaks, one is at 250hPa (Figure 4b, near 30°S and 50°N and other is
15

broader in nature (35°S to 65°S and 65°N to 75°N) present over entire lower troposphere.
Over tropical region in the long-term mean picture of meridional eddy transport is not
stronger than higher latitude but the presence of such eddy cannot be ruled out.
The small magnitude of EMF and EHF transport (Figure 5a, and Figure 5b
respectively) over the tropical region can be seen clearly.

The similar EMF and EHF

transport analysis further classified into ENSO and PDO phases (Figure 6a1-f1 for EMF, and
Figure 6a2-f2 for EHF). During the ENSO phase difference of meridional EMF transport
(Figure 6c1) shows robust poleward flux transport over midlatitude during El Niño than La
Niña phase. Similarly, for the difference between PDO phases (Figure 6f1) shows stronger
eddy transport in +PDO than –PDO. For EHF transport suggests, El Niño and +PDO phases
strengthening the eddy activity than La Niña and –PDO phases (Figure 6c2, and Figure 6f1).
Eddy transport activities during JJAS season during ENSO and PDO phases are partially
different.
6.3. Eddy transport analysis by the cospectra method
6.3.1. Eddy periodicity band selection
Before we do eddy analysis with the help of frequency domain analysis, the spacetime variability associated with the mid-latitude westerly jet stream is important to study first.
Over extratropical region, systematic space-time evolution of wave train anomalies is
enabling coupling mechanism over tropics, and it shows quasi-period of 40-50 days (Lau &
Phillips, 1986). Over Indian region, with the help of spectral analysis of precipitation datasets

shows 40-50 days significant spectral peaks corresponding to MJO and 5-7 day peaks
corresponding to monsoon lows are found (Hartmann & Michelsen, 1989). This analysis is
suggesting that ISMR variability can fall in subseasonal to seasonal scale. By use of power
spectrum analysis of wind components vicinity of jet stream shows two distinct significant
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peaks near 60 days and 15 days (Figure 7a-b, averaged over 400hPa to 100hPa level, 65°E to
100°E, and 30°N to 50°N). These peaks are showing stronger variance at 200hPa between
35°N to 45°N latitudes (Figure 7c-d, averaged over 65°E to 100°E). Thus, mean variability
feature associated with midlatitude jet stream over Indian region is present from sub-seasonal
to seasonal scale. In the cospectra Cf(A,v) analysis to see such variability, eddy transport by f
frequencies has grouped into four bands (5-10 days, 10-20 days, 20-40 days and 40-60 days).
In this periodic band, variability associated with jet stream (by 60 and 15 days) is involved.
The seasonal (JJAS) averaged eddies from cospectra analysis shows interannual to
interdecadal variability (Figure 8).

Here, the interval between two orange lines shows

significant PDO signal from monthly (Figure 8a) and seasonal mean (Figure 8b) power
spectra get captured in Cf(uv) (Figure 8c) and Cf(Tv) (Figure 8d) power spectra.
6.3.2. Comparison of eddy analysis method
Figure 4 and Figure 9 resemble each other; it is a striking feature of eddy analysis by
conventional space-time decomposition method and frequency domain analysis. Figure 4
represents the mean meridional transient eddy transport (averaged over 65°E-100°E, and
1950-2016 year, JJAS months) by EMF [

] and EHF [

], which are extended result of

Oort, Abraham H.Peixóto, 1983, whereas the Figure 9 represents EMF (Cf(uv)) and EHF
(Cf(Tv)) transport based on mean cospectra analysis (averaged over 2 to 60 day period , 65°E100°E , and 1950-2016 year for JJAS months). Both the analysis are matching in terms of the
direction of eddy transport and magnitude. Figure 4 analysis is done with help of u, v, and T
anomalies of JJAS season, Figure 9 analysis associated with 2 to 60 day period uv and Tv
cospectra, hence slightly higher magnitude present in cospectra analysis, we can conclude
that transient eddy response by particular period eddy can be achieved with help of cospectra
analysis. Here onward we will call local cellular structure present in zonal mean, meridional
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distribution in Figure 4 and Figure 9 belonging to particular latitude as a primary cell
transport.
6.3.3. Cospectra analysis in subseasonal scale
Over Pacific region, with the help of observed datasets over 13 Pacific stations (April
to July 1962) suggests that EMF and EHF eddies with 4 day period over equatorial region, 6
and more than 10 days period over the subtropical region plays a significant role (Figure 10,
Nitta, 1970, 2 to 20 days filtered). Poleward EMF transport Cf(uv) is dominating at 200hPa
level over subtropical stations (Figure 10a). At equatorial stations (Figure 10b) 6 day period
disturbance shows equatorward transport of EMF. Analysis of Cf(Tv) cospectra over
subtropical stations (Figure 10c) shows a strong correlation between T and v over lower and
upper troposphere with more than 10 days period, a negative correlation centered near
200hPa level for 6 day period eddies (Figure 10c). The eddy period less than 10 days are
transporting equatorward in the lower troposphere over the equator (Figure 10d). Middle
troposphere shows strong equatorward transport contributed by eddy period greater than 10
days in the equator region (Figure 10d).
Similar analysis over Indian region conducted (April to July 1962, Figure 11), we
have found some exciting features, over subtropical region (Figure 11a) equatorward EMF
transport at upper tropospheric level (around 100hPa) associated with greater than 15 day
period and another peak of nearly 8 day period (around 200hPa) entering towards tropics.
Over equatorial region (Figure 11b), entire troposphere witnesses poleward transport by 10
to 15 day period EMF and up to mid-level witnesses poleward transport by 15 to 20 day
period.

Over the subtropical region (Figure 11c) EHF transport by 12 day period is

equatorward at 200hPa, while over the equatorial region (Figure 11d) shows equatorward
transport of EHF, it is peaked around 850hPa and 200hPa by 20 to 8 day period. It confirmed
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that EMF and EHF are actively contributing in subseasonal scale over equatorial and
subtropical Indian region. Such high-frequency eddies could not be traced in time domain
analysis discussed in the conventional method of eddy transport.
6.3.4. Interannual variation of cospectra analysis
In this section interannual variation (From 1950 to 2016) of EMF and EHF transport
over Pacific and Indian regions will be discussed (Figure 12 to Figure 155), Over equatorial
Pacific stations, the EMF transport (Cf(uv), Figure 12a-d) exhibits alternative directional
bands in all the period. Most of the time such a band is confined between 400hPa to 100hPa,
and it centered at 200hPa. Smaller magnitude eddy transport present in low level with the
smaller periodic band. Over subtropical Pacific stations, the robust EMF transport (Figure
12e-h) is poleward contributed by the all period bands in most of the year, maximum peak

centered near 200hPa level. Some year notices a decrease in amplitude and very few years
showing a reverse in direction, i.e., equatorward EMF transport. Over equatorial region
(Figure 13a-d); poleward EHF transport by 5-10 day period eddy over upper troposphere.
EHF transport (Cf(Tv)) over equatorial Pacific stations associated with non-uniform level
wise distribution, but over subtropical Pacific region (Figure 13e-h) it is associated with
uniform distribution along discontinuity boundary between 300hPa to 200hPa, such a
fascinating feature is present in all the bands. Over Subtropical Pacific region (Figure 13e-h)
EHF transport above 200hPa level contributes to poleward transport with an interannual
change in intensity while below the 300hPa level contributes to equatorward transport with
an interannual change in intensity, Baroclinic nature of EHF can be seen. Equatorial and
subtropical Pacific stations show interannual variations (direction and magnitude) of EMF
and EHF transport (Cf(uv) and Cf(Tv)) by all the bands.
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Over the Indian region, a similar analysis is carried out (averaged over 25°N to 35°N
and 65°E to 100°E, Figure 14, and Figure 15). Most of the year the EMF transported (Figure
14a-d) by all the bands is poleward, and it confined to 400hPa to 100hPa level. Few cases

(around 7 years) associated with equatorward transport contributed by 20 days and above
period bands while most of the cases (around 20 years) upper troposphere (above 200hPa) of
this region is transporting equatorward by below 20 day bands. Interannual variability of EHF
transport can be seen in all the bands (Figure 15a-d). The major feature of eddy transport
over upper and middle troposphere shows most of the year equatorward and poleward
respectively (except for 5-10 day period band, it gets reversed). As compared to sub-tropical
Pacific region the EHF transport is a nonuniform level-latitudinal distribution. In Indian
region analysis of both eddy transport activity by all the bands are associated with larger in
magnitude as compared to the Pacific region.
6.4. Active and break spells
During dominant mode of intra-seasonal Oscillation, i.e., active and break spells, the
latitudinal distribution of (averaged from the year 1950 to 2016) circulation shown in Figure
16. During active spell (Figure 16a) the strong rising branch of Hadley cell present over

20°N to 30°N and descending branch splits into two, one descends over 35°N to 40°N and
other over 7°N to 20°N up to mid-troposphere. Low-level westerly jet confined between the
equator to 20°N, and upper level easterly (10°S to 20°N) can be seen in Figure 16a.
Midlatitude jet stream core gets enhanced and shifts little north. Over the southern
hemisphere, another complete weak Hadley cell (35°S to 5°N) can be seen clearly.
During break spell (Figure 16a) Hadley cell gets reversed in the northern hemisphere
while for southern hemisphere it weakens further, westerly jet stream moves relatively
southward in break spells. Spatial rainfall pattern composites during active and break spells
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has shown in Figure 17. Active spells are excess spells of rainfall (positive rainfall
anomalies) over a wide region of India (Western Ghats, Central India) and Break spells with
negative anomalies over the same region.
The active and break cycles of ISMR is related to 10-20 days and 30-60 days
oscillations. Northward propagating 30-60 days mode originates over Indian ocean and
westward propagating 10-20 days mode originates in the Pacific (Kulkarni et al., 2011). The
shift in jet core region implies the meridional temperature distribution, and eddies may
develop closer to the Indian region due to Rossby wave breaking. Hence the study of this
eddy interaction to such a dominate ISMR mode is needed.
7. Eddy transport and teleconnection
7.1. Correlation analysis
In this section, with the help of cospectra analysis, the behavior of eddies during
global teleconnection patterns will be discussed. Correlation analysis between cospectra
(Cf(uv) and Cf(Tv), averaged over 25°N-35°N, 65°E- 100°E, and 1950-2016 year of JJAS)
and different indices (PDO, NAO, ENSO, and MH) tabulated in Table 1 and Table 2. EMF
of 40-60 and 20-40 days period (Table 1, averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level) shows
strong positive correlation with the PDO index, while 20-40 and 10-20 days period shows
moderately positive correlation with NAO index. For EHF of 5-10, 10-20, and 20-40 days
eddies show moderately positive correlation and 40-60 days shows weak positive correlation
with PDO index, while 20-40 days period shows a strong correlation and 40-60 days period
shows moderate positive correlation with NAO index. Nino 3.4 index showing poor
correlation with all the bands of Cf(uv) and Cf(Tv) except moderate positively correlated with
EMF of 40-60 days period. MH index, (Goswami et al., 1999) is moderate negatively
correlated with EHF for 20-40 days as well as 40-60 days period.
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Table 2 represents similar to the above mention analysis except for level averaged
between 850hPa to 400hPa. MH index is moderate positively correlated with EMF of 10-20
and 40-60 days period of eddies and with EHF of 10-20, 20-40 and 40-60 days period eddies.
Over the same level, PDO shows a positive correlation with 5-10 days EHF and NAO shows
a negative correlation with 10-20 days period EHF. Rest of the cases in Table 2 correlation is
weak. Over 25°N to 35°N latitude Cf(uv) shows a stronger relationship with PDO then
followed by NAO, and Cf(Tv) shows a stronger relationship with NAO then followed by
PDO patterns in the vicinity of 200hPa. Correlation analysis manifests that PDO and NAO
phases are significantly modulating meridional transient eddy transport near vicinity of the
mid-latitude westerly jet than ENSO and MH index.
7.2. A climatic feature of eddies in ENSO phases
In this section, we can see the level-latitudinal distribution of zonally averaged
cospectra (Cf(uv), Cf(Tv), i.e., EMF and EHF respectively) for the eddy period from 2 to 60
days during ENSO phases (Figure 18). Along with ENSO composite cospectra distribution,
the composites of zonal and meridional wind superimposed. The zonal and meridional
anomalous wind pattern discussed in Figure 3.
A fascinating feature of this analysis is that cospectra analysis contributed by all the
period is comparable with Figure 4 and Figure 6 of transient eddy analysis. Strong EMF near
50°N (Figure 18a) transported towards the pole, it centered near 300hPa in ENSO phase, but
such a feature is absent in climatology (Figure 18f). Strong EHF near 55°N (Figure 18d) is
being transported to poleward and centered near 200hPa in ENSO phases. EMF is entering in
the equatorial lower tropospheric region from the upper troposphere over 15°N to 30°N
latitude (Figure 18b-c). In La Niña case, such upper tropospheric intrusion shifted
equatorward. Mid-troposphere witnesses poleward EHF transport over 10°N to 20°N (Figure
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18e-f), This eddy transport is narrower in La Niña than El Niño event, EHF is entering in the

equatorial lower tropospheric region from upper troposphere of 30°N to 40°N latitude.
During La Niña phase such continuous feature is remarkable than a broken segment in El
Niño case.
Horizontal distribution of eddy transport analysis over Indian region is divided into
two major group based on averaged level (850hPa to 400hPa, and 300hPa to 150hPa) by all
the bands. For level-latitudinal distribution of eddy transport analysis are divided into two
major groups of averaged longitudinal regions (65°E to 80°E, and 80°E to 100°E) by all
bands. All the analysis EMF and EHF analysis carried out for climatic mean, ENSO, PDO,
and NAO phases during the year 1950 to2016. Based on a different combination of averaging
regions we have found that above mention level and longitude regions show idiosyncratic
eddy bands related to EMF and EHF transport, discussed in details in following subsections.
7.3. EMF transport and ENSO teleconnection
In this section, we can see a spatial (Figure 19, averaged over 850-400hPa and 300150hPa level) and level-latitudinal (Figure 20, averaged over the 60°E-80°E and 80°E100°E) analysis of uv cospectra by all the periodic bands during ENSO phases.
a) Spatial analysis of EMF transport (avg. 850-400hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 850-400hPa)
In the climatology plots, the mean of uv cospectra analysis is shown in Figure 19a1-

d1 by all four bands. It shows equatorward transport of EMF over the Gangetic plain (GP) by
5-10 and 10-20 days band (Figure 19a1-b), this EMF equatorward transport gets extended
from north-central India and western Bay of Bengal (BoB) in the 20-40 and the 40-60 days
bands. Entire Arabian Sea (AS) shows poleward EMF transport by 20-40 and 40-60 days
bands (Figure 19c1-d1). Poleward EMF transport is restricted up to north-central and central
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AS region by 20-40 and 40-60 days eddy bands (Figure 19a1-b1). A diagonal strip of
poleward EMF transport by 5-10 and 10-20 days band is present over the north-central AS,
west-central India up to the west-central BoB. The Tibetan Plateau (TP) region shows
poleward transport of EMF by all the bands.
ii.

ENSO phases (avg. 850-400hPa)
Composites of El Niño, La Niña phase, and their difference are shown in Figure

19a2-d2, Figure 19a3-d3, and Figure 19a4-d4 respectively. By analyzing all the panels, the

following distinct features are noted. During La Niña phase cospectra analysis shows robust
equatorward transport of EMF over the GP, east coast and up to the western BoB as compare
to El Niño phase followed by climatology by 20-40 and 40-60 days band (Figure 19c-d).
Similarly over the central AS and northwestern of Indian region (Indus plain) shows
strong poleward transport of EMF by 40-60 days period during El Niño phase as compared to
climatology followed La Niña phase (Figure 19d). Similar transport properties are present
during the La Niña phase by 20-40 days band (Figure 19c3). Over the Tibetan Plateau, the
poleward EMF transport by all the eddy bands is maximum during the La Niña phase
followed by El Niño and climatic mean (Figure 19a3-d3). During La Niña phase the EMF
poleward transport is maximum in the southeastern side of Tibetan Plateau (Figure 19a3-d3),
during the El Niño phase this region shifts to the northwestern side (Figure 19a2-d2).
b) Spatial analysis of EMF transport (avg. 300-150hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 300-150hPa)
In this level averaged case, the climatological mean of uv cospectra analysis is shown

in Figure 19e1-h1 by all four bands. Over north-central India and its adjoining region (IndoPak-Afghan region, 25°N to 40°N) a strong poleward transport of EMF present in all the
eddy bands. Entire AS show moderate and strong positive EMF transport by all the bands. In
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the north-eastern side, the negative EMF transport is tilted in the southwest-northeast
direction for all the eddy bands (over southern India, entire BoB, Myanmar, and Thailand
region). This negative transport is almost zonal in the 5-10 and 10-20 days band extending
between the equator to 30°N (Figure 19e1-f1).
ii.

ENSO phases (avg. 300-150hPa)
For this case, in comparison to climatological mean, the uv cospectra during El Niño

phase show that it is positive and narrower band over North of Indian region in 20-40 and 4060 days band (Figure 19g2-h2). In the south of this band, there is a diagonal strip which
shows stronger equatorward transport south of positive EMF region. This transport is larger
in magnitude during El Niño followed by climatic mean, and La Niña phase.
c) Vertical structure of EMF transport (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
The vertical distribution of EMF cospectra analysis in the vicinity of the midlatitude

jet stream region during the ENSO phases is shown in Figure 20. In the climatology mean
the EMF transport shows southward extension of the EMF cell (Figure 20c1-d1, over 25°N
to 40°N, centered over 150hPa, south of jet core). The southward extension is not in the 5-10
and 10-20 days band. There is no significant equatorward transport in any of the cases.
ii.

ENSO phases (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
The southward extension of a primary cell is more prominent in the El Niño phase

(Figure 20c2-d2) than the climatology (Figure 20c1-d1) and the La Niña phase (Figure
20c3-d3). The jet core region during the La Niña phase (Figure 20b3-d3) witnesses robust

poleward EMF transport than El Niño phase. It means a significant northward and southward
movement of the primary cell during the El Niño phase and La Niña phase respectively.
d) Vertical structure of EMF transport (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
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i.

Climatology (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
As discussed in the previous section an extension of EMF transport is missing in the

80°E to 100°E zonal averaged analysis (Figure 20e1-h1). Positive EMF transport it is
confined to the jet region by all the bands. The important feature of this vertical structure is a
negative EMF transport present over 20°N to 30°N and centered near 150hPa level.
ii.

ENSO phases (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
Vertical profile analysis shows an increase in the EMF transport during El Niño

(Figure 20e2-h2) as compare to climatological and La Niña (except by 20-40 days band
during La Niña). Equatorward EMF transport in the upper troposphere is seen above 20°N
up to 35°N latitude by all the bands (Figure 20). It is stronger in the El Niño phase followed
by the La Niña phase and the climatology.
7.4. EHF transport and ENSO teleconnection
a) Spatial analysis of EHF transport (avg. 850-400hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 850-400hPa)
In the climatology plots of the EHF transport, the north-east region of TP associated

with poleward transport while Pak-Afghan region associated with equatorward transport by
all the bands. Northcentral AS also shows equatorward EHF transport by the 20-40 and the
40-60 days bands (Figure 21c1-d1). Southcentral AS shows poleward EHF transport by the
20-40 and the 40-60 days bands (Figure 21c1-d1). In 5-10 and 10-20 days, bands (Figure
21a1-b1) the poleward EHF transport is present over the Indian peninsula and the BoB.

ii.

ENSO phases (avg. 850-400hPa)
Horizontal analysis of EHF transports shows an enhancement in the equatorward

transport during the El Niño phases over northwestern, western Pak-Afghan region and
northeastern AS for all the eddy bands (Figure 21a2-d2). During the La Niña 20-40 and 40-
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60 days band of the EHF transport shows a poleward transport over the south-central AS
(Figure 21c3-d3). This feature is absent in the El Niño phase (Figure 21c2-d2). Over the
northeast region of the TP enhanced EHF transport is present during the La Niña phase
contributed by the 20-40 and 10-20 days period eddies (Figure 21a3-c3). The enhancement
reduced in the climatology (Figure 21a1-c1) and the El Niño phase (Figure 21a2-c2).
However, for the El Niño phase, the poleward EHF transport get stronger in the 40-60 days
eddies over this region (Figure 21d2).
b) Spatial analysis of EHF transport (avg. 300-150hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 300-150hPa)
The spatial climatology pattern of the EHF transport is comparable to the pattern for

the 850hPa to 400hPa as discussed in the previous section except, over the Pak-Afghan
region where it is associated with equatorward transport that is extended northward. In the
40-60 days band over west-central India, AS, and western region of maritime continent
shows equatorward EHF transport (Figure 21h1).
ii.

ENSO phases (avg. 300-150hPa)
During the El Niño phase, the poleward EHF transport gets stronger by 40-60 days

period eddies over the northeast region of TP (Figure 21h2) whereas it is stronger in La Niña
phase by the 10-20 and the 20-40 days band (Figure 21f3-g3). In the region over PakAfghan, the equatorward transport of the EHF is stronger in the El Niño phase by the 40-60
bands (Figure 21h2). The EHF transport becomes stronger during the La Niña phase by the
10-20 and the 20-40 days band (Figure 21f3-g3).
c) Vertical structure of EHF transport (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
As compared to the level-latitudinal EMF analysis (section 7.3.c.ii), the southward

extension of the primary cells (Figure 20) is absent in the case of EHF analysis. A dipole
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transport structure of the eddy transport is present (Figure 22). In the climatological mean
EFH analysis, a northward tilted dipole structure is present. It shows equatorward EHF
transport up to middle troposphere (over 30°N to 40°N, and is centered over 300hPa) and a
poleward EHF transport over upper troposphere (over 50°N to 60°N, and is centered over
200hPa) (Figure 22a1-d1).
ii.

ENSO phases (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
The dipole structure is enhanced during the El Niño phase by the 40-60 days band of

eddy as compared to the other cases; the middle level shows strong equatorward and the
upper troposphere shows strong poleward EHF transport (Figure 22d2). However, such
transport by the dipole structure gets enhanced during the La Niña phase for the other
cospectra eddy bands (Figure 22a3-d3).
d) Vertical structure of EHF transport (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
As compared to the previous section, the longitude averaged dipole transport structure

of the eddy transport is now reversed and vertically oriented (Figure 22e-h). In the climatic
mean EFH analysis, equatorward EHF transport up to upper troposphere (over 35°N to 45°N,
and is centered over 100hPa) and poleward EHF transport over lower troposphere (over 35°N
to 45°N, and is centered over 300hPa) (Figure 22e1-h1) except in the 5-10 days band.
ii.

ENSO phases (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
The vertically oriented dipole structure of the EHF transport gets enhanced in the El

Niño phase (Figure 22f2-h2) which is reduced in the La Niña phase (Figure 22f3-h3) and the
climatological mean (Figure 22f1-h1) except in the 5-10 days band.
7.5. A climatic feature of eddies in PDO and NAO phases
In this section, we will discuss the latitudinal distribution of zonally averaged
cospectra for the eddy band 2-60 days during the PDO and the NAO phases (Figure 23, and
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Figure 24). The composites of the zonal and the meridional winds are the superimposed over

cospectra. The zonal and meridional anomalous wind patterns discussed in Figure 3. Lowlevel cross-equatorial flow gets reversed in the +PDO phase than –PDO and NAO phases.
Tropical easterly jet becomes anomalous westerly in the +PDO phase, and it is easterly in
other cases (Figure 233b-e). Subtropical westerly jet becomes anomalous easterly in +PDO
and –NAO phase. During –PDO and +NAO phase the analysis shows strong anomalous
convection over the 5°N to 15°N and anomalous strong subsidence present vicinity of 30°S
as compared to the +PDO and the –NAO phase.
A fascinating feature of this analysis is that cospectra analysis contributed by all the
period is comparable with Figure 4 and Figure 6 of transient eddy analysis. Strong EMF
(Figure 23a, near 50°N) transported towards the pole, and it is centered near 300hPa in the
PDO and the NAO phases than the climatic mean. Composites of EMF (Figure 23) and EHF
(Figure 24) transport are similar in all the PDO and NAO phases. The poleward EMF
transport centered over the midlatitude region, and the poleward EHF transport centered near
the subpolar region in both the hemispheres. As discussed in Figure 18 tropical flux activity
by the EMF and the EHF during the ENSO phase, a similar transport is present during the
PDO and NAO phases.
7.6. EMF transport and PDO teleconnection
In this section, the spatial (Figure 25, averaged over 850-400hPa and 300-150hPa
level) and level-latitudinal (Figure 26, averaged over the 60°E-80°E and 80°E-100°E)
analysis of EMF transport by all the periodic bands during PDO phases will be discussed.
a) Spatial analysis of EMF transport (avg. 850-400hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 850-400hPa)
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We have already discussed climatological mean uv cospectra in Figure 19a1-d1 this
is repeated in Figure 25a1-d1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion please refer the
section 7.3.a.i.
ii.

PDO phases (avg. 850-400hPa)
Northwest-southeast tilted band of EMF transport by 5-10 days is present over Indian

region in +PDO phase (Figure 25a2). Over the central AS, Gujarat and Rajasthan region
EMF transport shows strong poleward flux in the 20-40 days band in the –PDO phase than
climatological and +PDO phase (Figure 25c3). Such transport by the 20-40 days period
present in La Niña phase also (refer Figure 19c3). There is no significant difference in EMF
transport over the TP during the +PDO and –PDO phases in all the bands. Over Odisha to
west-central BoB stronger EMF transport during +PDO is seen except for the 5-10 days band
(Figure 25b2-d2).
b) Spatial analysis of EMF transport (avg. 300-150hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 300-150hPa)
We have already discussed climatological EMF transport in Figure 19e1-f1 and

repeated in Figure 25e1-h1 for sake of comparison, please refer the section 7.3.b.i.
ii.

PDO phases (avg. 300-150hPa)
Figure 25e-h represents EMF transport averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level. It is

seen that over the north of Indian region (Pak-Afghan and north-western Indian region) there
is a strong poleward transport of EMF by the 40-60 days period during the +PDO phase as
compared to the -PDO phase (Figure 25h1-h4). The EMF transport by the 10-20 days period
is equatorward over the central and over eastern India during the +PDO phase (Figure 25f2).
The transport is not strong in another band over this region as evident in difference plot.
c) Vertical structure of EMF transport (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
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i.

Climatology (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
We have already discussed climatological mean uv cospectra in Figure 20a1-d1 this

is repeated in Figure 26a1-d1 for the sake of comparison, please refer the section 7.3.c.i.
ii.

PDO phases (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
Figure 26 shows the vertical distribution of EMF cospectra during PDO phases. The

extension of the poleward EMF transport (25°N to 40°N, south of jet core) is seen in the 2040 and 40-60 days band (Figure 26c-d). It is centered near the 200hPa level and is stronger in
the +PDO phase for the 40-60 days band. Climatological jet core region shows stronger
poleward EMF transport during the +PDO phase by the 40-60 days band (Figure 26d2) and
during the –PDO phase it is by the 20-40 days band (Figure 26c3).
d) Vertical structure of EMF transport (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
We have already discussed climatological mean uv cospectra in Figure 20e1-h1 this

is repeated in Figure 26e1-h1 for the sake of comparison, please refer the section 7.3.d.i.
ii.

PDO phases (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
The extension transport of EMF is missing in the plot. In Figure 26e-h (80°E to

100°E zonal averaged) the EMF transport is confined to the jet region. It is stronger in the
magnitude during the +PDO phase as compared to the climatology and the -PDO phase for
all the band. The Equatorward EMF transport over upper the troposphere above 20°N to
35°N latitude (Figure 26), it is stronger in the +PDO phase for all the bands than other cases
(i.e., in the -PDO and the climatology).
7.7. EMF transport and NAO teleconnection
a) Spatial analysis of EMF transport (avg. 850-400hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 850-400hPa)
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We have already discussed climatological mean uv cospectra in Figure 19a1-d1 this
is repeated in Figure 27a1-d1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion please refer the
section 7.3.a.i.
ii.

NAO phases (avg. 850-400hPa)
The plot shows similarity in the characteristics with the features as discussed in

Figure 19 and Figure 25. Southcentral AS during the +NAO phase shows strong poleward
EMF transport than the –NAO and the climatic mean for the 40-60 days eddy (Figure 27d).
b) Spatial analysis of EMF transport (avg. 300-150hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 300-150hPa)
We have already discussed climatological mean uv cospectra in Figure 19e1-h1 this

is repeated in Figure 27e1-h1 for sake of comparison. For discussion please refer the section
7.3.b.i.
ii.

NAO phases (avg. 300-150hPa)
There is no significant change in poleward EMF transport over the TP during the

NAO phases. Westward shift of EMF core region over north of Indian region is present
during the –NAO phase (Figure 27e3-h3) as compared to the +NAO phase (Figure 27e2-h2).
c) Vertical analysis of EMF transport (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
We have already discussed climatological mean uv cospectra in Figure 20a1-d1 this

is repeated in Figure 288a1-d1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion please refer the
section 7.3.c.i.
ii.

NAO phases (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
In the –NAO phase all the eddy bands are (Figure 28a3-d3) associated with stronger

poleward EMF transport followed by the climatological transport (Figure 28a1-d1) and the
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+NAO phase (Figure 28a2-d2) respectively. There is a strong poleward transport is seen in
the 60°E to 80°E region (Figure 28a-d, over 25°N to 40°N, south of jet core) during the
NAO phase in the 40-60 days band.
d) Vertical analysis of EMF transport (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
We have already discussed climatological mean uv cospectra in Figure 20e1-h1 this

is repeated in Figure 28e1-h1for sake of comparison. For discussion please refer the section
7.3.d.i.
ii.

NAO phases (avg. 80°E to 100°E)

The climatological jet core region during -NAO phase (Figure 28a-d) and +NAO
phase (Figure 28e-h) witnesses strong poleward EMF transport. Equatorward EMF transport
over upper troposphere is present in the 20°N-35°N latitude for the all the bands (Figure
28h). The transport is stronger in the –NAO phase followed by the +NAO phase and the

climatology.
7.8. EHF transport and PDO teleconnection
a) Spatial analysis of EHF transport (avg. 850-400hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 850-400hPa)
We have already discussed climatological mean Tv cospectra in Figure 21a1-d1 this

is repeated in Figure 29a1-d1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion please refer the
section 7.4.a.i.
ii.

PDO phases (avg. 850-400hPa)
Equatorward strong EHF transport by the all period bands is present over the North

AS during the +PDO phase (Figure 29a2-d2) as compared to the other cases. Over central
India, the EHF transport is equatorward in the 40-60 band during the +PDO phase and such a
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transport absent in all the other cases (Figure 29d2). The fascinating feature of the cospectra
analysis averaged over the 850-400hPa level is that TP shows strong poleward EHF transport
in the +PDO phase (Figure 29a2-d2) as compared to the climatology (Figure 29a1-d1) and
the –PDO phase (Figure 29a3-d3). This is similar during the La Niña phase (Figure 21d3c3) for the 20-40 and 10-20 days band.
b) Spatial analysis of EHF transport (avg. 300-150hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 300-150hPa)
We have already discussed climatological mean Tv cospectra in Figure 21e1-h1 this

is repeated in Figure 29e1-h1 for sake of comparison. For discussion please refer the section
7.4.b.i.
ii.

PDO phases (avg. 300-150hPa)
The Equatorward EHF transport is extended from the east-central AS to west-central

India. It is stronger in the –PDO phase (Figure 29h3) than the +PDO phase (Figure 29h2) in
the 40-60 days period eddy. There is strong poleward EHF transport present over a northwestern region of the TP during the +PDO phase in all the bands (Figure 29e2-h2), and it
gets reduced in the climatic mean (Figure 29e1-h1) followed by the –PDO phase (Figure
29e3-h3).

c) Vertical analysis of EHF transport (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
We have already discussed climatological mean Tv cospectra in Figure 22a1-d1this is

repeated in Figure 30a1-d1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion please refer the
section 7.4.c.i.
ii.

PDO phases (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
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The level-latitudinal analysis of the EHF transport during the PDO phases is shown in
Figure 30. In the longitude averaged region from 60°E to 80°E, a northward tilted dipole
structure is present. It shows equatorward EHF transport up to the middle troposphere
(centered over 40°N) and poleward EHF transport over the upper troposphere (centered over
55°N). EHF transport by the 40-60 days period during the +PDO phase (Figure 30d2) shows
equatorward transport over the 35°N to 45°N and up to 200hPa. This is stronger as compared
to the other case. In the 20-40 day band strong transport is centered over the 55°N is
associated with the poleward EHF transport and it is stronger in the –PDO (Figure 30c3) as
compare to the climatology mean (Figure 30c1) and the +PDO phase (Figure 30c3).
d) Vertical analysis of EHF transport (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
We have already discussed climatological mean Tv cospectra in Figure 22e1-h1this is

repeated in Figure 30e1-h1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion, please refer the
section 7.4.d.i.
ii.

PDO phases (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
A vertically oriented dipole structure (middle troposphere associated positive

transport and upper troposphere associated negative transport) is present between 30°N to
50°N (Figure 30f-h). The middle tropospheric positive band of the EHF is centered over
300hPa. The transport is stronger in +PDO (Figure 30e2-h2) year followed by climatology
(Figure 30e1-h1) and the –PDO year (Figure 30e3-h3) respectively. Another poleward EHF
transport we can see from 50°N up to 60°N over upper troposphere (centered near 100hPa). It
is stronger in the 40-60 day band for the +PDO (Figure 30h2). For the rest of the bands, the
transport is stronger in the –PDO phase (Figure 30e3-g3). This dipole structure is much
weaker in the high-frequency eddy bands.
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7.9. EHF transport and NAO teleconnection
a) Spatial analysis of EHF transport (avg. 850-400hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 850-400hPa)
We have already discussed climatological mean Tv cospectra in Figure 21a1-d1 this

is repeated in Figure 31a1-d1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion, please refer the
section 7.4.a.i.
ii.

NAO phases (avg. 850-400hPa)
The entire EHF bands show strong equatorward transport over the north of Pak-

Afghan region and Indus plain region during the +NAO phase (Figure 31a2-d2), This
transport is weaker in the climatological mean (Figure 31a1-d1), and it is further weakened
in the –NAO phase (Figure 31a3-d3). TP region shows enhanced poleward EHF transport in
the +NAO by the 20-40 and 40-60 days bands (Figure 31c2-d2). South of Iran, Pakistan, and
North AS region associated with the equatorward EHF transport except for the 5-10 period
bands. This equatorward EHF transport is stronger during the –NAO phase (Figure 31b3-d3)
than other cases. In the 40-60 and 20-40 days band, the poleward EFH transport vicinity of
the north of BoB region during the –NAO phase (Figure 31c3-d3) is stronger than the +NAO
phase (Figure 31c3-d3).
b) Spatial analysis of EHF transport (avg. 300-150hPa)
i.

Climatology (avg. 300-150hPa)
We have already discussed climatological mean Tv cospectra in Figure 21e1-h1 this

is repeated in Figure 31e1-h1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion, please refer the
section 7.4.b.i.
ii.

NAO phases (avg. 300-150hPa)
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Over the upper troposphere, the north of the Indian region shows strong poleward
EHF transport during –NAO phase (Figure 31h2) by 40-60 day eddy while such transport is
seen during the +NAO phase in the 20-40 (Figure 31g3) day band.
c) Vertical analysis of EHF transport (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
We have already discussed climatological mean Tv cospectra in Figure 22a1-d1 this

is repeated in Figure 32a1-d1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion, please refer the
section 7.4.c.i.
ii.

NAO phases (avg. 60°E to 80°E)
Vertical distribution of EHF cospectra analysis in the vicinity of the midlatitude jet

stream region during the NAO phases is shown in Figure 32. In the longitude averaged
region from 60°E to 80°E case, the northward tilted dipole structure is present, similarly as
discussed in the ENSO and the PDO phases. The equatorward EHF transport gets weaker in
all the bands of the –NAO phase (Figure 32a3-d3) as compared to the +NAO phase.
d) Vertical analysis of EHF transport (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
i.

Climatology (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
We have already discussed climatological mean Tv cospectra in Figure 22e1-h1 this

is repeated in Figure 32e1-h1 for the sake of comparison. For discussion, please refer the
section 7.4.d.i.
ii.

NAO phase (avg. 80°E to 100°E)
A vertically oriented the dipole structure is present similar to the ENSO and the PDO

phases. However, the exciting feature is that middle tropospheric EHF poleward transport is
stronger in –NAO phase followed by the climatological transport and the +NAO phase, it is
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visible in the 20-40 and the 40-60 days band. This dipole EHF transport is more prominent in
the –NAO (Figure 32f3-h3) phase as compared to the +NAO phase.
The EMF and the EHF transport (averaged over 300-150hPa) over the Indian region
during the ENSO, the PDO, and the NAO phases are summaries in Table 3 and Table 4
respectively. In these tables, we have partially distinguished the Indian subcontinent region
into 7 sectors. Symbolized representation of respective eddy transport for 5-10, 10-20, 20-40,
and 40-60 bands can be seen clearly. The EMF and EHF transport are dominated during all
the ENSO, PDO, and NAO phases in the all the bands over the Afghan-Pak, Northern of
Indian region, and Tibetan Plateau. Most of the cases the EMF transport is poleward over the
Afghan-Pak, Northern of Indian region, whereas it is equatorward over the Tibetan Plateau.
In contrast, most of the cases the EHF transport is poleward over the Tibetan Plateau,
whereas it is equatorward over the Afghan-Pak except Northern of Indian region exhibits
transition zone between poleward (west of it) and equatorward (east of it) EMF transport.
The poleward EMF transport in the all the bands is stronger over the Afghan-Pak
during the La Niña and -NAO phases. It is stronger over Northern of the Indian region
during the El Niño, +PDO, -NAO phases. The equatorward EMF transport in the all the band
is weaker over TP during +PDO, and +NAO phases. In the stronger. An interesting feature is
that over central India relatively weak poleward EMF is present in the all the bands during
NAO phases. The over the Afghan-Pak region equatorward EHF transport is relatively
weaker during the El Niño, -PDO, -NAO phases, the transition zone (i.e., dipole structure) is
the dominant feature present over the north of Indian region is weaker during ENSO phases.
The poleward EHF transport over the TP is relatively stronger during the +PDO phase.
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8. Conclusion
Eddy forcing in the form of momentum flux and heat flux can lead to significant
variation in regional weather and climate and is documented by several studies. Over Indian
region, the role of eddy flux is also documented in the intraseasonal scale. However, a
comprehensive study depicting the spatial structure of eddy momentum and heat flux is not
available for the monsoon period. The current study aims to document the spatiotemporal
structure of eddy based on the co-spectra analysis. Also, the seasonality and interannual
variability of the eddy fields are also discussed in detail. Based on the observed analysis,
several important perspectives on the role of eddies emerge over the Indian region. The
following important points are highlighted:


Mean meridional and zonal circulation get modified during different phases of ENSO,
PDO, and NAO.



During El Niño year there is a decrease in the strength of mid-latitude westerly jet.



A significant variation is noticed in northward or southward flux transport during
different phases of ENSO, PDO, and NAO.



Spectral analysis jet core vicinity suggested a significant variability in the 15-60 days
range is present.



Over subseasonal scale, bidirectional (northward and southward) transport of eddies is
present in the subtropical and equatorial region of the Indian region.
To summarise all this aspect, a representative schematic is shown in Figure 33. The

black double arrow connectors symbolize the presence of air-sea interaction underneath
large-scale global patterns (such as ENSO, PDO, and NAO). The semi-transparent bluish
wave-like structure is representing Hadley and Walker cell. The curved black arrow at the
surface manifests the mean ISM flow. The east-west oriented gray line along with pinkish
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arrow represents subtropical westerly jet. The different size and shape of eddy are represented
by red (for poleward transport) and blue (for equatorward transport) circle with dash lines on
it. The extratropical baroclinic atmosphere is a significant source of eddy production. The
variation of magnitude and direction of eddies is occurred during seasonal change as well as
in the presence of large-scale global patterns. Eddies are interacting over Indian region
through modification of mean summertime monsoonal flow.
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9. List of abbreviations
AGCM

:-

Atmospheric General Circulation model

AS

:-

Arabian Sea

BoB

:-

Bay of Bengal

E2T

:-

Extratropical to Tropical

EHF

:-

Eddy Heat Transport

EIO

:-

Equatorial Indian Ocean

EMT

:-

Eddy Momentum Transport

ENSO

:-

El Niño Southern Oscillation

EOF

:-

Empirical Orthogonal Function

ERSST V4

:-

Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature Version 4

GFDL

:-

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

GP

:-

Gangetic plain

IMD

:-

India Meteorological Department

ITCZ

:-

Intertropical Convergence Zone

JJAS

:-

June, July, August and September

MH

:-

Monsoon Hadley

MJO

:-

Madden Julian Oscillation

NAO

:-

North Atlantic Oscillation

NCAR

:-

National Center for Atmospheric Research

NCEI

:-

National Centers for Environmental Information

NCEP

:-

National Centers for Environmental Prediction

NDJ

:-

November, December and January

NOAA

:-

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

PDO

:-

Pacific Decadal Oscillation

SST

:-

Sea Surface Temperature

TP

:-

Tibetan plateau
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Figure 24: Seasonal-mean (65°E-95°E / 1950-2016 year / JJAS months) meridional
distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), shaded contour, red(positive) northward, blue(negative)
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equatorward) by averaged 2 to 60 days period with zonal mean wind anomalies (black line) and
meridional wind vector (green arrow) during a)+PDO, b)-PDO, c)+NAO, d)-NAO and c) mean (1950
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Figure 25: Spatial distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with
zonal wind (green line) over Indian region (5°S-40°N/60°E-100°E) during PDO cases. Columnar plot
are 1.Climatology, 2. +PDO, 3.-PDO and 4.Difference between +PDO & -PDO. Averaged over
850hPa to 400hPa level by (a)5-10 days, (b)10-20 days, (c)20-40 days and (d)40-60 days bands and
averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level for (e)5-10 days, (f)10-20 days, (g)20-40 days and (h)40-60
days bands. Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50
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Figure 26: Vertical distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red (+ve) and blue (-ve) shading)
with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and 500hPa-70hPa during PDO cases.
Columnar plot are 1.Climatology, 2. +PDO 3.-PDO and 4.Difference between +PDO & -PDO.
Averaged over 60°E to 80°E longitude for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60
days bands and averaged over 80°E to 100°E longitude for (e) 5-10 days, (f) 10-20 days, (g) 20-40
days and (h) 40-60 days bands. Black solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind
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Figure 27: Spatial distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with
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850hPa to 400hPa level for (a)5-10 days, (b)10-20 days, (c)20-40 days and (d)40-60 days bands and
over 300hPa to 150hPa level for (e)5-10 days, (f)10-20 days, (g)20-40 days and (h)40-60 days bands.
Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5). ........ 72
Figure 28: Vertical distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red (+ve) and blue (-ve) shading)
with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and 500hPa-70hPa during NAO cases. The
columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2. +NAO 3.-NAO and 4.Difference between +NAO & -NAO.
Averaged over 60°E to 80°E longitude for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60
days bands and averaged over 80°E to 100°E longitude for (e) 5-10 days, (f) 10-20 days, (g) 20-40
days and (h) 40-60 days bands. Black solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind
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Figure 29: Spatial distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with
zonal wind (green line) over Indian region (5°S-40°N/60°E-100°E) during PDO cases. Columnar plot
are 1.Climatology, 2. +PDO, 3.-PDO and 4.Difference between +PDO & -PDO. Averaged over
850hPa to 400hPa level for (a)5-10 days, (b)10-20 days, (c)20-40 days and (d)40-60 days bands and
averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level for (e)5-10 days, (f)10-20 days, (g)20-40 days and (h)40-60
days bands. Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50
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Figure 30: Vertical distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), red (+ve) and blue (-ve) shading)
with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and 500hPa-70hPa during PDO cases.
Columnar plot are 1.Climatology, 2. +PDO 3.-PDO and 4.Difference between +PDO & -PDO.
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13. Tables
Table 1: Correlation between the JJAS averaged co-spectra (Cf(uv) and Cf(Tv)) and the large scale
indices ( PDO, NAO, Nino 3.4 index (SSTA) and MH index (Goswami et al., 1999), (300-150hPa))
for the years 1950-2016 (67 years). Green background color represents statistical significant at 5%,
level and the orange background color represents statistical significant at 10% level.

Avg. over 300-150hPa, 25°-35°N, 65°-100°E, and running 3 years

Period
(1/f) PDO

Cf(uv)

Cf(Tv)

NAO

SSTA

MH

PDO

NAO

SSTA

MH

5-10

0.1

0.12

0.09

-0.14

0.27

0.05

-0.06

-0.09

10-20

0.06

0.18

0.03

-0.15

0.23

0.11

-0.08

-0.02

20-40

0.42

0.24

0.06

0.05

0.27

0.4

-0.09

-0.27

40-60

0.55

0.05

0.18

0.12

0.11

0.21

0

-0.25

Table 2: Same as Table-1 but co-spectral values calculated for the vertical level averaged between
850-400hPa.

Avg. over 850-400hPa, 25°-35°N, 65°-100°E, and running 3 years

Period
(1/f) PDO
5-10 0.04
0
10-20
20-40 0.07
40-60 0.07

Cf(uv)

Cf(Tv)

NAO

SSTA

MH

PDO

NAO

SSTA

MH

-0.03

0.02

-0.1

0.32

0.09

0.1

-0.2

0.19

0.07

0.26

0.03

-0.26

0.14

0.11

0.12

0.08

0.09

-0.15

-0.02

-0.2

0.17

-0.1

-0.06

0.27

-0.05

-0.02

-0.25

0.22
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Table 3: EMF transport averaged over 300-150 hPa for composites of ENSO, PDO, and NAO phases in all the bands.
Eddy Transport
Northward

Equatorward
Weaker
-

Moderate
Stronger
NS = Not Significant
= Dipole

C f (uv), averaged over 300-150hPa, and from the year 1950 to 2016
Pattern
Period El Niño La Niña
(1/f )
Afghan-Pak

ENSO
El Niño

La Niña

Northern India

5-10
10-20
20-40
40-60

Arabian Sea
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Central India
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Peninsular
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

La Niña

Tibetan Plateau
NS

5-10
10-20
20-40
40-60
5-10
10-20
20-40
40-60

PDO
El Niño

+PDO

-PDO

Afghan-Pak

+PDO

-PDO

Northern India

NS

Bay of Bengal
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NAO
+PDO

Tibetan Plateau
NS

Arabian Sea
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Central India
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Peninsular
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
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-PDO

+NAO

-NAO

Afghan-Pak

+NAO

-NAO

Northern India

NS

Bay of Bengal
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

+NAO

Tibetan Plateau
NS
NS

Arabian Sea
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Central India

Peninsular
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

-NAO

NS

Bay of Bengal
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Table 4: EHF transport averaged over 300-150 hPa for composites of ENSO, PDO, and NAO phases in all the bands.

Eddy Transport
Northward

Equatorward
Weaker
-

Moderate
Stronger
NS = Not Significant
= Dipole

C f (Tv), averaged over 300-150hPa, and from the year 1950 to 2016
Pattern
Period El Niño La Niña
Afghan-Pak
(1/f )
NS
5-10
NS
10-20
NS
20-40
40-60
5-10
10-20
20-40
40-60
5-10
10-20
20-40
40-60

Arabian Sea
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

ENSO
El Niño

La Niña

Northern India
NS
NS
NS
NS

PDO
El Niño

La Niña

Tibetan Plateau
NS
NS

+PDO

-PDO

Afghan-Pak
NS
NS

+PDO

-PDO

Northern India
NS
NS

NAO
+PDO

-PDO

Bay of Bengal
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Arabian Sea
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Central India
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Peninsular
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
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-NAO

Tibetan Plateau
NS

Afghan-Pak
NS
NS

Bay of Bengal
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
Arabian Sea
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
Central India
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Peninsular
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

+NAO

+NAO

-NAO

+NAO

-NAO

Northern India
NS
NS

Tibetan Plateau
NS
NS

Central India
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Peninsular
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

Bay of Bengal
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

14. Figures

Figure 1: Mean (65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year) meridional circulation (green arrow), zonal mean wind
(line contour, continuous lines (westerlies), and dotted lines (easterlies)) and vertical mean wind
component (shaded contour, red (upward), blue (downward), scaled by 100) during a) summer season
(JJAS) and b) winter season (NDJ).

Figure 2: Mean (65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) meridional circulation (green arrow), zonal
mean wind (line contour, continuous lines (westerlies), and dotted lines (easterlies) and mean vertical
wind component (shaded contour, red (upward), blue (downward), scaled by 100) during a) El Niño, b)
La Niña, c) difference between El Niño & La Niña year, d) +PDO, e) -PDO and f) difference between
+PDO & -PDO year.
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Figure 3: Anomalous mean (65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) meridional circulation (green
vector), mean zonal wind (line contour, continuous lines (westerlies), and dotted lines (easterlies) and
mean vertical wind component (shaded contour, red (upward), blue (downward), scaled by 100) during
a) Summer (JJAS), b) El Niño, c) +PDO, d) Winter (NDJ), e) La Niña, and f)–PDO year.
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Figure 4: Mean (65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) meridional transient eddy transport
(shaded contour, red (northward), blue (southward)) for a) EMF, and b) EHF (the extended result of
Oort, Abraham H.Peixóto, 1983).

Figure 5: Mean (65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) meridional transient eddy transport
(shaded contour, red (northward), blue (southward)) zoomed region for a) EMF, and b) EHF (the
extended result of Oort, Abraham H.Peixóto, 1983).
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Figure 6: Mean (65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) meridional transient eddy transport
(shaded contour, red (northward), blue (southward)) during ENSO and PDO phases (a1 to f1 represents
EMF transport, and a2 to f2 represents for EHF transport).

Figure 7: Mean (65°E-100°E, 2000-2016 year, JJAS months) power spectra of u and v wind component,
a) u wind, and b) v wind (averaged over 400hPa-100hPa and 30°N-50°N). c) u wind, and d) v wind
(averaged over 200hPa and 35°N-45°N).
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Figure 8 : Power spectra of PDO index (a. all months, b. JJAS months), uv cospectra (Cf(uv), c. JJAS
months), and Tv cospectra (Cf(uv), d. JJAS months) from the year 1950 to 2016 (60°E-100°E, 25°N60°N, and 300hPa-150hPa level).The area between two orange lines represents the PDO signal in all
figures.

Figure 9: Mean cospectra analysis (2 to 60 day period, 65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months, uv
cospectra (Cf(uv)) and b is Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv)), Both figures show zonal mean of meridional
distribution of respective cospectra (shaded contour, red (positive) northward, blue (negative)
equatorward transport), This analysis resembles Figure 4, i.e., Mean meridional transient eddy transport
for momentum and heat (65°E-100°E / 1950-2016 year / JJAS), Oort, Abraham H.Peixóto, 1983.
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Figure 10: Cospectra of 2-20 days (continuous line represents positive cospectra and northward
transport, dashed line represents negative cospectra and equatorward transport) periodicity over the
Pacific region from April to July 1962. Classified as a) uv cospectra (Cf(uv)) subtropical region, b) uv
cospectra equatorial region, c) Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv)) subtropical region, and d) Tv cospectra equatorial
region reproduced from Nitta, 1970.

Figure 11: Cospectra of 2-20 days (continuous line represents positive cospectra and northward
transport, dashed line represents negative cospectra and equatorward transport) periodicity over Indian
region from April to July 1962. Classified as a) uv cospectra (Cf(uv)) subtropical region, b) uv cospectra
equatorial region, c) Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv)) subtropical region, and d) Tv cospectra equatorial region
reproduced from Nitta, 1970.
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Figure 12: Seasonal-mean (Pacific region, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) interannual uv cospectra (Cf(uv), shaded contour, red (positive)
northward, blue (negative) equatorward), Over equatorial Pacific from (a) to (b) and over subtropical Pacific from (e) to (h) represents eddy
bands of 5-10 days, 10-20 days, 20-40 days and 40-60 days respectively. (For station details Nitta, 1970).
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Figure 13: Seasonal-mean (Pacific region, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) interannual Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), shaded contour, red(positive)
northward, blue(negative) equatorward),Over equatorial Pacific from (a) to (b) and over subtropical Pacific from (e) to (h) represents eddy bands
of 5-10 days, 10-20 days, 20-40 days and 40-60 days respectively. (For station details Nitta, 1970).
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Figure 14: Seasonal-mean (25°N-35°N, 65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) interannual uv
cospectra (Cf(uv), shaded contour, red(positive) northward, blue(negative) equatorward),eddy bands
from a) 5-10 days, b) 10-20 days, c) 20-40 days and d) 40-60 days respectively.

Figure 15: Seasonal-mean (25°N-35°N, 65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) interannual Tv
cospectra (Cf(Tv), shaded contour, red(positive) northward, blue(negative) equatorward), eddy bands
from a)5-10 days, b)10-20 days, c)20-40 days and d)40-60 days respectively.
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Figure 16: Mean (65°E-100°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) monsoonal Hadley cell during the
dominant mode of intraseasonal oscillation (ISO), i.e., a) Active and b) Break spells, Days are classified
according to Rajeevan et al., 2010. Zonal mean wind (line contour, continuous lines (westerlies), and
dotted lines (easterlies)), mean meridional circulation (green arrow), and vertical mean wind component
(shaded contour, red (upward), blue (downward), scaled by 100).

.
Figure 17: Mean (1950-2016 year / JJAS months) spatial pattern of rainfall anomalies (mm/day) during
dominant mode intraseasonal oscillation (ISO), i.e., a) Active and b) Break spells, Days are classified
according to Rajeevan et al., 2010.
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Figure 18: Seasonal-mean(65°E-95°E, 1950-2016 year, JJAS months) meridional distribution of
cospectra (shaded contour, red(positive) northward, blue(negative) equatorward) by averaged 2 to 60
days period with zonal mean wind anomalies (black line) and meridional wind vector (green arrow) for
Cf(uv) during a) El Niño, b) La Niña and c) mean (1950 to 2016). For Cf(Tv) during d) El Niño, e) La
Niña and f) mean (1950 to 2016) cases.
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Figure 19: Spatial distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with zonal wind (green line) over Indian region (5°S-40°N/60°E100°E / JJAS) during ENSO cases. The columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2.El Niño,3. La Niña, and 4.Difference between El Niño & La Niña. Averaged over
850hPa to 400hPa level for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60 days bands. Averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level for (e) 5-10 days,
(f) 10-20 days, (g) 20-40 days and (h) 40-60 days bands. Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 20: Vertical distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and
500hPa-70hPa during ENSO cases. The columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2.El Niño, 3.La Niña, and 4.Difference between El Niño & La Niña. Averaged over
60°E to 80°E longitude for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60 days bands and averaged over 80°E to 100°E longitude for (e) 5-10
days, (f) 10-20 days, (g) 20-40 days and (h) 40-60 days bands. Black solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 21: Spatial distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with zonal wind (green line) over Indian region (5°S-40°N/60°E100°E) during ENSO cases. The columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2.El Niño, 3.La Niña, and 4.Difference between El Niño & La Niña. Averaged over 850hPa
to 400hPa level for (a)5-10 days, (b)10-20 days, (c)20-40 days and (d)40-60 days bands and averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level for(e)5-10 days, (f)10-20
days, (g)20-40 days and (h)40-60 days bands. Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 22: Vertical distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), red (+ve) and blue (-ve) shading) with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and
500hPa-70hPa during ENSO cases. The columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2.El Niño, 3.La Niña, and 4.Difference between El Niño & La Niña. Averaged over
60°E to 80°E longitude for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60 days bands and averaged over 80°E to 100°E longitude for (e) 5-10
days, (f) 10-20 days, (g) 20-40 days and (h) 40-60 days bands. Black solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 23: Seasonal-mean (65°E-95°E / 1950-2016 year / JJAS months) meridional distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), shaded contour, red(positive)
northward, blue(negative) equatorward) by averaged 2 to 60 days period with zonal mean wind anomalies (black line) and meridional wind vector (green
arrow) during a)+PDO, b)-PDO, c)+NAO, d)-NAO and c) mean (1950 to 2016) Cases.
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Figure 24: Seasonal-mean (65°E-95°E / 1950-2016 year / JJAS months) meridional distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), shaded contour, red(positive)
northward, blue(negative) equatorward) by averaged 2 to 60 days period with zonal mean wind anomalies (black line) and meridional wind vector (green
arrow) during a)+PDO, b)-PDO, c)+NAO, d)-NAO and c) mean (1950 to 2016) Cases.
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Figure 25: Spatial distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with zonal wind (green line) over Indian region (5°S-40°N/60°E100°E) during PDO cases. Columnar plot are 1.Climatology, 2. +PDO, 3.-PDO and 4.Difference between +PDO & -PDO. Averaged over 850hPa to
400hPa level by (a)5-10 days, (b)10-20 days, (c)20-40 days and (d)40-60 days bands and averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level for (e)5-10 days, (f)10-20
days, (g)20-40 days and (h)40-60 days bands. Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 26: Vertical distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red (+ve) and blue (-ve) shading) with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and
500hPa-70hPa during PDO cases. Columnar plot are 1.Climatology, 2. +PDO 3.-PDO and 4.Difference between +PDO & -PDO. Averaged over 60°E to
80°E longitude for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60 days bands and averaged over 80°E to 100°E longitude for (e) 5-10 days, (f)
10-20 days, (g) 20-40 days and (h) 40-60 days bands. Black solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 27: Spatial distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with zonal wind (green line) over Indian region (5°S-40°N/60°E100°E) during NAO cases. The columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2. +NAO, 3.-NAO and 4.Difference between +NAO&-NAO. Averaged over 850hPa to
400hPa level for (a)5-10 days, (b)10-20 days, (c)20-40 days and (d)40-60 days bands and over 300hPa to 150hPa level for (e)5-10 days, (f)10-20 days,
(g)20-40 days and (h)40-60 days bands. Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 28: Vertical distribution of uv cospectra (Cf(uv), red (+ve) and blue (-ve) shading) with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and
500hPa-70hPa during NAO cases. The columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2. +NAO 3.-NAO and 4.Difference between +NAO & -NAO. Averaged over 60°E to
80°E longitude for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60 days bands and averaged over 80°E to 100°E longitude for (e) 5-10 days, (f)
10-20 days, (g) 20-40 days and (h) 40-60 days bands. Black solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 29: Spatial distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with zonal wind (green line) over Indian region (5°S-40°N/60°E100°E) during PDO cases. Columnar plot are 1.Climatology, 2. +PDO, 3.-PDO and 4.Difference between +PDO & -PDO. Averaged over 850hPa to
400hPa level for (a)5-10 days, (b)10-20 days, (c)20-40 days and (d)40-60 days bands and averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level for (e)5-10 days, (f)10-20
days, (g)20-40 days and (h)40-60 days bands. Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 30: Vertical distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), red (+ve) and blue (-ve) shading) with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and
500hPa-70hPa during PDO cases. Columnar plot are 1.Climatology, 2. +PDO 3.-PDO and 4.Difference between +PDO & -PDO. Averaged over 60°E to
80°E longitude for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60 days bands and averaged over 80°E to 100°E longitude for (e) 5-10 days, (f)
10-20 days, (g) 20-40 days and (h 40-60 days bands. Black solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 31: Spatial distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), red(+ve) and blue(-ve) shading) with zonal wind (green line) over Indian region (5°S-40°N/60°E100°E) during NAO cases. The columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2. +NAO, 3.-NAO and 4.Difference between +NAO&-NAO. Averaged over 850hPa to
400hPa level for (a)5-10 days, (b)10-20 days, (c)20-40 days and (d)40-60 days bands and averaged over 300hPa to 150hPa level for (e)5-10 days, (f)10-20
days, (g)20-40 days and (h)40-60 days bands. Green solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 32: Vertical distribution of Tv cospectra (Cf(Tv), red (+ve) and blue (-ve) shading) with the zonal mean wind (black line) over 20°N -60°N and
500hPa-70hPa during NAO cases. The columnar plot is 1.Climatology, 2. +NAO 3. -NAO and 4.Difference between +NAO & -NAO. Averaged over 60°E to
80°E longitude for (a) 5-10 days, (b) 10-20 days, (c) 20-40 days and (d) 40-60 days bands and averaged over 80°E to 100°E longitude for (e) 5-10 days, (f)
10-20 days, (g) 20-40 days and (h) 40-60 days bands. Black solid (dash) line represents positive (negative) u wind component (m/s, -50 to 50 by 5).
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Figure 33: Schematic representation of air-sea interaction and teleconnection which may indirectly
modulate Indian summer monsoon through eddy transport. On a different scale, such eddy fluctuation
may associate with known global patterns such as ENSO, PDO, and NAO.
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